Sustainability at Coor
An introduction to our sustainability approach

Coor in brief

- smart service
solutions. In a changing world, we offer unique,
flexible solutions that create value and
business benefits for our customers.
● The Nordic service management leader

● The market’s broadest offering with over
100 services
● Secure customer base with well-known
customers across many sectors

● About 6,500 employees (FTE) with specialist
skills in strategic service segments
● Sales of some SEK 7,700 m
● Founded by Skanska in 1998. In June, 2015,
listed at Nasdaq Stockholm
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A responsible business in a global context
We follow the development and fully
support relevant agreements and
principles
● The Paris Agreement

● Sveriges klimat och energimål
● UN´s SDG
● Others:
o UN´s Global Compact
o UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights
o ILO´s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work
o OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
o Swedish Code of Corporate Governance
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Our general sustainability statement
Coor’s ambition is to develop the business from a broad an long term perspective – to conduct a
profitable and sound business today without compromising the opportunities to do so in the future.
This means Coor strives to serve as a good corporate citizen, which not only takes responsibility for
its own development, but also its impact on the environment and society generally.
Coor’s sustainability work is conducted from
a triple bottom line perspective:
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Our sustainability frame-work consists of three group wide
fundamental components
1. Sustainability Policy

2. Code of Conduct

3. Guiding Stars

2014-04
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Follow up and reporting

The triple bottom line perspective

SUSTAINABILITY AREA

OUR DEFINITION

Business sustainability

- striving for a stable and profitable progress over time and by
applying good business practice.

Social sustainability

- to strive for a better society by acting as a responsible
employer as well as contributing to improved social progress
within the geographics we are operating.

Environmental
sustainability

- to protect the environment by actively strive to reduce our
own and our customers’ environmental impact as well as
optimizing the resource utilization.

Within these sustainability areas, Coor has decided on some fundamental position of principles.
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Position of sustainability principles
Business
responsibility

Social
responsibility

Environmental
responsibility

● Coor should conduct a
professional operation,
delivering value-adding and
innovative solution based
on our customer´s standards
of functionality, finances and
reliability. This also includes
services delivered by
subcontractors

● Coor actively work for
healthy and well-beeing
employees, during and after
each work day

● Coor should conduct
structured and proactive
internal environmental
work

● Coor nurtures diversity,
equality and a professional
development of our
employees

● Coor will progress stably
and profitably proceeding
from a good ethical and
moral attitude

● Coor should contribute to
social progress by local
community involvement

● Coor should actively
endeavor to minimize its
customers’ environmental
impact, and not least, their
energy utilization

● Coor will provide accurate
and relevant information in
a secure manner
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Business sustainability
● Stable and strong financial
performance
● Satisfied customers through a valueadding delivery
● Sound ethics and morals
● Good reporting and communicating

● Supplier management

Examples of activities and initatives:

Social responsibility
Describing our achievements 2017:

Examples of activities and initiatives:

● Occupational safety

● Health-promotion work
● Employee satisfaction and
commitment
● Management and employee
development
● Monitoring and requritment of
Managers

o

● Equality, diversity and inclusion

● Local community involvement
● People Engagement Function

o

Mandatory diversity
workshop for
Managers in Sweden
2017
Non discriminatory
requitment at NKS

Environmental sustainability
● Coor Green Services
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5
F0BxTGX1c
● Customers´ energy use
● Measurements to reduce our own
environmental impact
o Energy use and emissions
o Chemical handling
o Waste disposal
o Raw materials handling

● Measures for systematic
environmental work

Examples of activities and initatives:

Examples of sustainability efforts and
achievements…
…focusing on human rights, green services and
Health & Safety
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